Cut flowers assortment

Bombay fidor
Bombay figo
Bombay filemon
Bombay fire
Bombay firosa
Bombay falsal
Bombay fivio
Bombay bordeaux
Bombay cherry
Bombay pink
Bombay sunshine
Celway lemon
Celway orange
Celway purple
Celway red
Celway salmon
Celway terracotta
Celway white
Sunday bronze
Sunday dark pink
Sunday orange
Sunday red
Sunday salmon
Sunday winered, dark leaved

Cut flowers assortment
Pot-bedding plants assortment

- Ice cream banana
- Ice cream cherry
- Ice cream mango
- Ice cream mix
- Ice cream orange
- Ice cream peach
- Kosmo vanilla
- Kosmo purplered, dark leaved
- Kosmo pink
- Kosmo 3 colours
Pot-bedding plant novelties

Exp. Ice cream passion

Exp. Medium high - yellow

Exp. Medium high - orange

Exp. Medium high - red

Exp. Kosmo cherry, green leaved

Exp. Kosmo salmon

Exp. Kosmo yellow

Exp. Mounded red
Not shown:
- Bombay purple - Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner
- Bombay yellow gold - Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner
- Bombay cream
- Bombay orange
- Bombay velvet
- Bombay rose
- Bombay salmon
- Pink Panther

Celosia is bred by Celex in cooperation with PanAmerican Seed.
All Celosia varieties from Celex are sold under PanAmerican Seed or Kieft-Pro-Seeds.
Contact your preferred supplier to order PanAmerican Seed and Kieft-Pro-Seeds products.
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